A Recycling Campaign was successfully held at SST from September 27 to October 1 2010. The main purpose of the campaign was to increase the awareness and cultivate understanding as well as responsibilities towards the environment amongst UMS students and staffs particularly in SST. Besides that, this program aims to encourage the use of environmentally friendly materials and reduce the use of plastics as well as enlighten people the importance and benefits of utility saving. This fruitful program was organized by the Student Association of the School of Science and Technology (SCIENCETECH) with the cooperation from the City Council, Department of Environment and Department of Environmental Protection, Sabah. Environmental Protection Department provided exhibition of reading materials regarding recycling which was displayed at the counter and arranged several recycling themed games for the students. The City Council contributed three recycling bins in conjunction with the program; bins for paper, glass and plastic wastes. In addition, there were several activities arranged by the organizer such as poster drawing contest, competition for creating products by using used materials, quizzes and 'Explorace'. These activities held were able to motivationally gear students towards teambuilding, open-mindedness, competitiveness and creativeness besides increasing their knowledge regarding the environment. Well done SCIENCETECH.
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